The balance of selection acting through different fitness components (e.g. fecundity, mating success, survival) determines the potential tempo and trajectory of adaptive evolution. Yet the extent to which the temporal dynamics of phenotypic selection may vary among fitness components is poorly understood. Here, we compiled a database of 3978 linear selection coefficients from temporally replicated studies of selection in wild populations to address this question. Across studies, we find that multi-year selection through mating success and fecundity is stronger than selection through survival, but varies less in direction. We also report that selection through mating success varies more in long-term average strength than selection through either survival or fecundity. The consistency in direction and stronger long-term average strength of selection through mating success and fecundity suggests that selection through these fitness components should cause more persistent directional evolution relative to selection through survival. Similar patterns were apparent for the subset of studies that evaluated the temporal dynamics of selection on traits simultaneously using several different fitness components, but few such studies exist. Taken together, these results reveal key differences in the temporal dynamics of selection acting through different fitness components, but they also reveal important limitations in our understanding of how selection drives adaptive evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Selection is a driving evolutionary force, having a central role in shaping much of the phenotypic and ultimately species diversity observed in nature [1] [2] [3] [4] . Studies of selection often distinguish between 'natural' and 'sexual' selection because of the focus on different fitness components-natural selection often acting through survival or fecundity and sexual selection acting through mating success (e.g. via male -male competition or female choice [5 -7] ). Darwin [5] was the first to suggest that sexual selection was distinct from natural selection when attempting to explain the evolution of exaggerated secondary sexual characters, such as the archetypal peacock's tail, which seemed at odds with the theory of natural selection because such traits would presumably carry survival or other fitness costs.
Selection also exhibits considerable temporal variation in nature owing, in large part, to temporal variation in environmental conditions [6, 7] . Although temporal variation in natural selection has long been appreciated [8] , studies of sexual selection have also increasingly shown it to vary temporally and, much like natural selection, to be driven by variation in environmental conditions [9] . For example, temporal variation in sexual selection has been attributed to variation in ecological factors such as density [10 -12] , climate [13] and sex ratio [10, 12] , and many of these same factors may also impact temporal variation in selection through survival or fecundity [6, 7] . In fact, the dynamics of sexual selection are especially prone to temporal environmental fluctuations because of the often environmentally context-dependent nature of female preferences [14 -16] , and environmentally dependent expression of many sexually selected traits [17, 18] .
While researchers may focus on specific fitness components in studies of adaptive evolutionary change, such evolutionary responses are due to the combined effect of selection on multiple fitness components. Indeed, the relative strength of selection acting among different fitness components should ultimately determine the potential tempo and direction of adaptive evolution [5, 9, 10, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Consequently, understanding differences in the temporal dynamics of selection among different fitness components is highly relevant for studies of adaptive evolutionary change. Yet the extent to which the temporal dynamics of phenotypic selection varies among fitness components is largely unexplored.
To illuminate patterns of temporal variation in selection among fitness components, we gathered temporally replicated (2 or more years) estimates of selection coefficients on quantitative traits from wild, unmanipulated populations published in the primary literature between 1983 and 2008 [6] . We only included studies estimating standardized selection coefficients [26] , which relate relative fitness to a quantitative trait measured in standard deviation units to facilitate comparisons among taxa, traits and fitness components. The resulting database contained a total of 5519 estimates of selection, and we focus primarily on the subset of this database that are linear (directional) coefficients, including 3978 linear gradients (corrected for correlations among traits) or differentials (uncorrected for correlations among traits). We categorized each of these coefficients with regard to fitness component (fecundity, mating success or survival), and then used these data to address the following questions. (i) How does the multi-year strength of selection on traits vary among fitness components? (ii) Does temporal variation in selection (including overall variation as well as variation in strength and direction) on traits differ among fitness components?
MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Data
We reviewed articles published between 1983 and 2008 in an attempt to conduct an exhaustive review of temporally replicated estimates of selection. We included studies that (i) calculated standardized selection differentials and gradients (sensu [26] ), (ii) considered quantitative traits showing continuous variation, (iii) focused on wild, unmanipulated populations, and (iv) estimated selection in at least 2 years. Selection differentials reveal total (indirect plus direct) selection on a trait, whereas selection gradients reveal direct selection on a trait after taking into account underlying phenotypic correlations among traits included in the regression models. Complete details on our methods for identifying pertinent papers and the resulting database are described in [6] .
We reviewed a total of 1569 studies. Of these, 89 studies met the above criteria and were included in the database, yielding 3978 estimates of linear selection [6] . The database is biased in favour of vertebrates (especially birds) and morphological traits. The number of temporal replicates ranged between 2 and 45 years, with a mean of 7.6 years among studies. We have posted the database to the DRYAD website (http://www.datadryad.org/repo/). Upon entering the data into the database, we first used the authors' original assignments of fitness components but also checked for consistency in these assignments among authors. When discrepancies emerged, which were rare, we (A.M.S., J.D.D. and S.M.C.) made a collective decision as to how to assign the fitness component. Although most measures of fitness components were fairly standard among authors, fecundity was represented by several measures (often varying among taxa), but most measures reflected some value related to the number of offspring or potential offspring produced (e.g. number of eggs produced in the case of birds or fish, or number of seeds or fruits in the case of plants). As a result, some of these values incorporate elements of mating success while other values may be closer to a metric of reproductive effort independent of mating success.
Although we focus our analysis on linear components of selection, we also used estimates of nonlinear selection (g) to parametrize a simple quantitative genetics model in the interest of estimating how far traits responding to variation in mating success, fecundity and survival are from phenotypic optima (electronic supplementary material). Recently, Stinchcombe et al. [27] revealed that estimates of g may frequently be underestimated by one-half. However, we have no reason to suspect a systematic tendency for researchers to have underestimated g for one fitness component more than the others. Thus, although the absolute values of the distance to optima may be affected (overestimated), the relative differences among fitness components should not.
(b) Statistical analyses
We quantified four components of temporal variation in selection on traits. First, we considered how the multi-year strength of selection (AVG) varied in relation to fitness components by calculating the mean of the absolute values of the annual selection coefficients across all years. Second, we used the standard deviation (s.d.) of the raw selection coefficients across all years to provide an overall measure of temporal variation in selection on traits. This measure reflects variation in selection on traits owing to both changes in the strength and direction of selection. The standard deviation is an ideal measure because its properties are well known, it describes the distribution of selection coefficients and it describes variation in the original variable's unit of measure (selection coefficients). Third, to isolate temporal variation in the strength of selection, we also calculated the standard deviation of the absolute values of the annual selection coefficient (s.d. abs ). Finally, to quantify temporal variation in the direction of selection, we calculated the frequency of changes in the direction of selection. We estimated this value as the number of changes in the direction of selection between successive temporal intervals relative to n 2 1, where n is the total number of years of the study and n 2 1 is the total number of potential changes in the direction of selection. In addition, we present frequency histograms for each of these different components of temporal variation to visually assess differences among fitness components.
We used linear mixed models (LMMs) to investigate temporal variation in selection on traits among fitness components (factor in the models) across studies to draw generalities regarding the temporal dynamics of selection in nature. We used the AVG, s.d., s.d. abs and frequency of changes in the direction of selection as the response variables in the models. LMMs were appropriate because multiple measures of fitness, or selection on several traits, were often reported for a given study and so the data were not independent; the LMM approach allowed us take into account such underlying covariances. We included trait and fitness measure (both nested within species) as random effects, with species treated as a repeated factor and the number of years in the study as a covariate. This model structure also helped to guard against the fact that we often had multiple traits for some species and only one trait for others, and occasionally multiple estimates of fitness for the same trait within a species (e.g. [28] ). If multiple populations were present in a study, each was designated as its own independent sample. Because variation in selection on traits is composed of two parts-'real' variation among years and variation imposed by random sampling error of the selection coefficients [6]-we included mean sample size (across years) as a weighting factor because variation imposed by sampling error is expected to be greater when small sample sizes are
used to estimate selection coefficients [6] . Data were log 10 -transformed prior to analysis because distributions of the above measures of temporal variation in selection were right-skewed. Throughout, we present back-transformed ls means.
We also investigated temporal variation in the dynamics of selection within studies by focusing on the small number of studies (n ¼ 11) that estimated phenotypic selection on the same trait using more than one fitness component. This allowed us to examine whether the patterns we observed across studies were also reflected within studies. Because our measures of temporal variation in selection were based on values averaged over the entire study (i.e. leaving no error d.f. for statistical comparisons), we did not perform formal statistical analyses here. Instead, we used a simple graphical approach by creating scatter plots of the AVG, s.d. and the frequency of changes in the direction of selection for each trait among the different fitness components.
RESULTS
Significant differences existed in the multi-year strength of selection among fitness components for both linear gradients ( figure 1c) . No significance was found when comparing the standard deviation between survival and fecundity (figure 1c; t 152 ¼ 0.05; p ¼ 0.963). Comparing the patterns for gradients (figure 1c) with differentials (figure 1d ) suggests that direct selection on traits (gradients) is more temporally variable than direct and indirect selection combined (differentials), at least for mating success. Nearly identical results were found when we used the standard deviation of the absolute value of the selection coefficients (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ), which isolated variation in the strength of selection. Finally, significant differences existed in the frequency of changes in the direction of selection among fitness components for both linear gradients ( figure 2e,f ) , and although all three fitness components exhibit changes in the direction of selection, it is much more common for survival.
Within-study comparisons revealed patterns that were generally similar to among-study comparisons (cf. figures 1 and 3 ). For simplicity, and because analyses of gradients and differentials generated largely similar results, we do not distinguish between these here. Mating success was consistently stronger than survival selection (figure 3a) and tended to be stronger than fecundity (figure 3d ), while fecundity selection tended to be slightly stronger than survival selection (figure 3g). Similarly, mating success was much more variable overall relative to survival (figure 3b), but comparable to fecundity (figure 3e); fecundity and survival selection were similarly variable (figure 3h). Unlike the overall comparisons (figure 1), mating success and survival were equally likely to exhibit changes in the direction of selection (figure 3c), whereas fecundity selection was more likely to change direction than either mating success (figure 3f ) or survival (figure 3i).
DISCUSSION
Our study reveals key differences in the temporal dynamics of selection among fitness components (figures 1 and 2). We found that selection through mating success and fecundity are comparable in strength, but stronger than survival selection. Selection through mating success was more variable overall among years (at least for selection gradients), particularly in strength (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ), than either fecundity or survival. Selection through survival was more variable in direction than mating success and fecundity, which were similar. These major features of the temporal dynamics of selection among fitness components across studies are quite similar to the patterns observed within the subset of studies that quantified selection on the same traits using multiple fitness components ( figure 3 ). The finding that selection through mating success and fecundity is stronger than selection through survival is consistent with earlier work that compared the strength of selection for studies spanning mostly a single year [20, 29, 30] . Thus, even when considering temporally replicated estimates of selection, selection through survival is consistently weaker on average than selection through either mating success or fecundity (figures 1 and 2). Why might this be? Estes & Arnold [31] suggested one possibility: weak selection might be expected if populations are being maintained near a long-term equilibrium by small changes in the direction of selection. In support of this idea, we found that selection through survival is roughly half as strong as selection through either mating success or fecundity, but that changes in the direction of survival selection are nearly twice as common as changes in the direction of selection through mating success and fecundity ( figure 1 ). This pattern of fluctuating selection is probably a consequence of inter-annual variation in environmental conditions, which impose selection for different phenotypes in different years [6, 7] . These environmental conditions encompass a variety of abiotic and biotic factors, but are often linked with climatic changes. In Darwin's finches, change in the direction of survival selection on beak size is associated with annual variation in rainfall and the resulting size of seeds that are available to the birds [8] . In contrast, survival selection on body size of salmon attempting to reach their stream breeding grounds varies in strength, but not direction, owing to the water level at the mouth of the creek, which differs among years owing to annual variation in temperature and rainfall [32] . Long-term observational studies such as these provide us with an opportunity to understand what might be the causal agents of selection [33] . However, experimental studies are ultimately needed to demonstrate causality (e.g. [34] ). For example, experimental studies have shown that temporal variation in the direction of survival selection on limb size in Anoles lizards can be attributed to altered habitat use imposed by predators [35] .
An alternative explanation for weaker survival selection relative to fecundity and mating success may be due, in part, to the time interval over which these fitness components are quantified. For example, Hoekstra et al. [20] found that over short time intervals (e.g. days) the strength of selection through survival was comparable to the strength of selection through mating success, but over long time scales (e.g. years) sexual selection was stronger. In contrast, one of the few studies that quantified selection through survival and mating success over the same interval found that selection through mating success is stronger than survival selection (e.g. [36] ), which suggests this observation is not simply a sampling artefact. As noted by Kingsolver et al. [30] , stronger apparent selection through variation in mating success could also be due to choice of traits to study. Investigators studying sexual selection may often choose specific traits they think a priori are under strong selection (i.e. ornamental traits in males), whereas studies of survival or fecundity selection may choose to include a number of traits because it is perhaps less clear which traits may influence these fitness components. Additionally, estimates of selection among these fitness components may be biased statistically. Kingsolver et al. [30] noted that mating success (and fecundity) is often based on discrete counts, whereas survival selection is based on binary data, which may overestimate the former, but should not consistently bias the latter towards smaller values when a linear regression is applied to estimate selection coefficients.
The greater estimated frequency of changes in the direction of selection for survival relative to the other fitness components could be due in part to weaker selection through survival (figures 1 and 2) . With sampling error of the selection coefficients, weaker selection (e.g. coefficients closer to zero) could result in more frequent inferred shifts between positive and negative values. In our empirical dataset, we did find evidence of negative correlations between the frequency of changes in the direction of selection and the strength of selection among fitness components. However, these correlations are rather weak, with the average correlation r ¼ 20.210 for both gradients and differentials (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). To try and gauge how sampling error alone may produce inferred changes in the direction of selection, we also conducted a simple simulation study. We created simulated datasets in which we fixed the value of the selection coefficient, and then sampled from the distribution around that coefficient across a range of standard errors (electronic supplementary material, Methods). We then calculated inferred changes in the direction of selection that would be due to sampling error alone. Overall, this exercise revealed that inferred changes in the direction of selection tend to increase as the standard error increases relative to Temporal dynamics of selection A. M. Siepielski et al. 1577 the strength of selection. This sampling error produced correlations between the frequency of inferred changes in the direction of selection and strength of selection ranging between r ¼ 20.200 and 20.600, depending on the standard error (electronic supplementary material, figure  S3 ). Thus, to some extent, changes in the inferred direction of selection are probably a consequence of the negative covariance with the strength of selection, particularly when the standard error is large relative to the strength of selection. For this reason, we reiterate that large sample sizes are important for inferring the strength as well as temporal dynamics of selection [6, 30] .
Some models on the evolution of exaggerated secondary sexual characters through mate choice assume relatively constant selection over time [9] but do not distinguish between consistency in direction versus strength. Other models, like Fisherian runaway selection [37] , begin by assuming that selection is both strong and consistent in direction. Our work instead suggests that sexual selection acts consistently in direction but not in strength (figures 1 and 2). The considerable variation in strength that we observed is likely to produce a pattern of more punctuated directional evolutionary change because of infrequent bursts of strong sexual selection (e.g. figure 3 and electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). In fact, Fisher [37] suggested that the evolution of exaggerated secondary sexual characters would often evolve in 'sudden bursts', followed by periods of stability [38] . Condition-dependent expression of secondary sexual characters could also result in persistent directional selection [17] . As with natural selection, temporal variation in sexual selection is often driven by inter-annual environmental heterogeneity, especially variation in the 'social environment' (e.g. [16, 18] ). For example, Chaine & Lyon [16] showed that female preferences for male ornaments in lark buntings (Calamospiza melanocorys) varied considerably in strength, and to a lesser degree in direction, among years. This shift in female preference paralleled shifts in male traits that predicted female reproductive success in a given year. Similarly, Gosden & Svensson [11] showed that sexual selection on male body size in damselflys (Ischnura elegans) varied temporally because of changes in the density and frequency of females of varying body sizes and colour morphs in a given year.
Taken together, these results predict that selection through different fitness components could lead to contrasting patterns of trait evolution. Specifically, selection through mating success and fecundity could lead to persistent directional change, whereas selection through survival should yield more variable change, or even apparent stasis, unless environments change abruptly, which could then lead to consistent directional selection as the phenotypic distribution shifts towards the new optimum (e.g. [31] ). Total selection acting on traits subject to both natural and sexual selection should evolve in response to the relative strengths of the two types of selection and life stages (e.g. individuals must survive long enough for sexual selection to be important [5,9,10,15 -25] ). Although we cannot explicitly test these evolutionary predictions with the present dataset, we applied a simple quantitative genetics model to explore the possibility of such dynamics. Phillips & Arnold [39] extended earlier models developed by Lande [40] to derive an equation that could be used to estimate how far a population was from its phenotypic optima for a given quantitative trait (eqn (7) in [31] ). Under the assumption that a quadratic function approximates the individual fitness surface [31, 39] , the absolute value of the ratio of directional selection gradients to their respective quadratic gradients (jb/2gj where b are the linear selection gradients and g the quadratic selection gradients) gives an estimate of how far a population trait mean is from its optimum in phenotypic standard deviations [39] . Estes & Arnold [39] provide a lucid description of the theoretical basis for this estimate, and we refer the reader to that paper for details. Using our database to estimate this ratio for selection coefficients via mating success, fecundity and survival selection revealed that, consistent with the above prediction, traits experiencing selection through mating success (14.59 phenotypic s.d. + 9.14(s.e.)) and fecundity (11.62 + 5.48(s.e.)) are further from their phenotypic optima than traits experiencing selection through survival (2.28 + 0.54(s.e.)), which would favour more consistent (i.e. fewer reversals) directional sexual and fecundity selection such as that reported here (figures 1 and 2).
While our analysis suggests important differences in the temporal dynamics of selection among different fitness components, this analysis also reiterates an important limitation in our understanding of selectionnamely that very few studies have quantified selection on the same trait using more than one fitness component (e.g. figure 3 [19, 41] ). Selection is a complex process, and can act on multiple traits and multiple fitness components sequentially or concurrently. Sexual organisms have to survive long enough to choose (or be chosen by) a mate, to mate, and to then produce offspring. Conflict in selection among different fitness components for a given trait certainly exists [19] , and different traits will often, but not always, mediate these different fitness components. It is ultimately the integration of all of these fitness components, however, that matters [5,9,10,15 -25] . Indeed, numerous authors have grappled with the problem of combining estimates of multiple bouts of selection through different fitness components (e.g. [42 -44] ; reviewed in [45] ). Most recently, Shaw et al. [44] introduced aster modelling, which allows one to combine estimates of selection acting through different fitness components in a unifying statistical framework to gain insight into overall fitness. Our understanding of adaptive evolutionary change would also be greatly advanced through more temporally replicated studies that incorporate experimental manipulations [35] , studies that quantify selection on the same trait using multiple fitness components, studies that control for environmental biases [46] , studies that identify the genetic underpinnings of traits [47] [48] [49] [50] and studies with sufficient statistical power to detect significant but weak selection [51] .
In sum, our analysis has identified differences in the temporal dynamics of selection among fitness components in the wild. These differences have clear implications for models of evolutionary change that focus on traits evolving through selection on different fitness components. Of course, the extent to which evolutionary change may occur in natural systems is potentially limited by a number of factors. For example, selection through different fitness components is often in conflict (e.g. [5,9,10,15 -25] ), but can work in unison [4, 52] , and strong genetic covariances among traits may prevent their independent evolution [53] , among other factors limiting evolutionary change [54] . Unfortunately, very few studies have quantified the extent of evolutionary change in traits under sexual selection relative to natural selection within a single system (but see [23] ). Ultimately, however, the balance between selection acting through multiple fitness components-which should itself vary with time-will determine the temporal dynamics of adaptive trait change in populations.
